(NET) WORK IT

An exhibition of simulated environments and experiences

Featuring six networked artworks created by students from the Ryerson New Media and OCAD Integrated Media programs. Works will be installed at Ryerson, OCAD and along Dundas street between the schools.

Public places, naked faces
L Parker, A Walker, C Surovy, Z Murphy, J Gibbons and R Chang

Loudmouth
J Gurd, G Moneta, A Fudge, C Lee, N Abroumad, G Go, M Achkar and A Aghtar

Salute the brave, reckless gods in another
M Lawrie, J Friis and K Cheung

Goose Egg
D Guida, B Price, R Gilbank, R Kent, E Kjaer and C Taborda

Attraction/Repulsion
A Carlucci, T Zorzi, R Petro, D Mendoza, L McKinnon and B Yu

Graffiti
P Stodolak, M Kruk, B Lin, K Ennamorato, D Szarka, C Chan

Saturday April 4
12h00 - 17h00
Free Admission

Ryerson University, Image Arts Building
122 Bond Street
New Media Studio
IMA 322

OCAD
100 McCaul Street
Integrated Media Studio
355 and 343